
 

1 Zrich Ship Management Pte. Ltd.  Company’s Lterature. 

 

Zrich ship Magament Pte.ltd is division of Ningbo Zrich 

Shipping Co., Ltd which have same ship owner ,GM ,DPA and 

technical manager,Zrich shiping was established in Ningbo, 

Zhejiang Province, and has branches in Yantai and Chongqing. 

Zrich ship Magament Pte.ltd registered at Singapore ,But the 

actual management shore staff is together with the ship 

management department of Ningbo Zrich Shipping Co., Ltd. is 

located in the beautiful coastal city of Qingdao, and 

obtained DOC certificates issued by Japan classification 

society, covering multiple types of ships and flag States. 

The company consists of the technical department, marine 

department, ISM department,  crew department, commerce 

department, finance department and other departments. The 

senior management personnel are experienced shipping 

personnel, with four senior captains, five senior chief 

engineers, and fifteen shipping employees with more than ten 

years' experience. The management of domestic trade fleet 

includes harbor tugboat, Changjiang River line Container bulk 

carrier, Domestic trade fleet and ocean-going fleet includes 

handy, handymax, panamax ；and management experience in 



 

2 managing capesize vessels. 

The company's business scope includes international and 

domestic ship management, ship repair and ship supervision, 

ship operation and freight management, claims and other ship 

asset management, ship trading, ship material supply, ship 

technical services and other fields. We own and manage one 

46000-DWT dry bulk carrier, six 9800-DWT bulk carriers, ten 

7600-DWT container bulk carries, eleven 57000-DWT bulk 

carriers, three 180000-DWT bulk carriers, one 1100-TEU 

container ship and four 7000-DWT  bulk carriers.Total of 

thirty ships are under management, which the ship amount is 

still rising.The handymax and capesize vessels  managed 

mainly serve world wide  trade. 

With the rapid development, the company has also established 

deep friendship and long-term cooperative relationship with 

ship equipment manufacturer service providers and crew 

training institutions, which can provide cost-effective 

services for ship owners. Based on the local management 

system, it has absorbed the management essence and advantages 

of various countries, and has a mature and perfect management 

system. A team with rich experience in ship management and 

maintenance, and many years of practical experience in cargo 



 

3 transportation and ship construction. The company has 

established extensive and deeply contact with MSA and 

classification society. Integrity is brand, partners are win-

win, Ningbo Zrich Shipping Co., Ltd. is committed to building 

ship owners to international standards of ship management 

and operation platform! 
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13 With the rapid development, the company has also established 

deep friendship and long-term cooperative relationship with 

ship equipment manufacturer service providers and crew 

training institutions, which can provide cost-effective 

services for ship owners. Based on the local management 

system, it has absorbed the management essence and advantages 

of various countries, and has a mature and perfect management 

system. A team with rich experience in ship management and 

maintenance, and many years of practical experience in cargo 

transportation and ship construction. The company has 

established extensive and deeply contact with MSA and 

classification society. Integrity is brand, partners are win-

win, Ningbo Zrich Shipping Co., Ltd. is committed to building 

ship owners to international standards of ship management 

and operation platform! 

Contact Us 

Address:Room 5202 International Shipping Center 66# 

Lianyungang Road Qingdao,China 

Tel:    0086 0532 85663832 

E-mail：zrships@zrships.com(Ref) 

 

 


